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Conrad Koh Samui Picks Up Top Luxury Accolades 
 
Conrad Koh Samui has received international recognition at the 2019 World Luxury 
Restaurant & Spa Awards - an annual event that names the best luxury restaurants and 
spas on every continent.  
 
At the awards ceremony held recently in St Petersburgh, Conrad Koh Samui received 
three awards for its ocean front Jahn restaurant, well known for its fine dining 
atmosphere and modern Thai cuisine, and one award for Conrad Spa Koh Samui.  
 
Accolades awarded to Jahn restaurant at the World Luxury Restaurant Awards were for 
top global ‘Luxury Resort Restaurant’ (fourth consecutive year); ‘Thai Cuisine’ (Asia 
continent category) and ‘Fine Dining Cuisine’ (Regional category). 
 
The Conrad Spa Koh Samui was named ‘Country Winner’ in the Luxury Wellness Spa 
category at the World Luxury Spa Awards, held simultaneously in St. Petersburgh. The 
World Luxury Spa Awards recognise spas across a variety of categories on a country, 
regional, continental and global level.  
 
Conrad Koh Samui General Manager Ruben Gabino said, “The judges in the World 
Luxury Restaurant Awards were clearly very impressed once again with the totally 
authentic dining experience provided for every guest at Jahn. Thailand is well known 
throughout the world for its diversity of cuisine and the sheer wealth of home-grown 
herbs, spices, fruits, vegetables and other ingredients. Indeed, Thailand is blessed with 
wonderful herbs and spices and we grow many of them in the kitchen garden terrace 
created by our chefs.” 
 
Ruben Gabino added, “Health and wellness is an integral part of the Thailand visitor 
experience and we are very proud that Conrad Spa Koh Samui has been recognised as 
one of Thailand’s top spas. Our mission is always to create luxurious and poignant 
memories for our spa guests whilst recognising that the most important luxury is ‘being 
yourself.  
 
“Spa treatments form an important element in providing an environment for rest, 
relaxation and rejuvenation. That’s why we have invested heavily in creating a luxury 
spa at the Conrad Koh Samui that delivers the highest possible global standards day 
after day. Each spa journey is a tailor-made experience that begins with a detailed 
consultation and continues with a customised treatment designed to ensure a 
transformed state of being.” 
 
 



 
World Luxury Awards Group Marketing Director Michael Hunter-Smith said, “We 
congratulate this year’s winners. True luxury is not easily attained. It takes highly 
efficient and dedicated staff who are willing to go the extra mile and stop at nothing to 
ensure that every guest feels cared for and no challenge goes unresolved. This is the 
definition of luxury. It is what makes the winners shine.”  
 
About Jahn 
 
At Jahn, our award-winning restaurant, Chef Nicolas Piatti, Executive Chef, and his team 
take you on a culinary journey with a choice of three tasting menus featuring dishes that 
capture a myriad of Thai flavors using modern cooking techniques.   
 
Kaffir lime leaves, ginger and lemon grass are typical of the magical ingredients added 
to Jahn’s special dishes – including curries. Chefs also use kaffir lime leaves to flavour 
the rice and to marinate the shellfish and seafood as they provide a uniquely wild aroma 
and distinctive flavour.  
 
 
About Conrad Spa Koh Samui 
 
Conrad Spa Koh Samui offers a combination of traditional and contemporary techniques 
to help guests and visitors unwind and relax. Highly trained therapists are committed to 
excellence, taking great pride in delivering an integrated and personalised service.  
 
 
Each spa treatment room has its own ocean views and memorable spa moments are 
created by combining the power of aromatherapy with the skills of the trained therapists. 
Essential oils have been used for thousands of years because of their exquisite aromas 
and natural healing powers.  
 
At Conrad Spa Koh Samui, flower essences, distillations and extracts are incorporated 
into the entire spa treatment journey, with soft scents permeating each step of the 
experience. 
 
The Conrad Spa Koh Samui uses proven Aromatherapy Associates products in 
treatments designed to soothe and calm the mind, bringing the emotions into balance 
and easing strains, tension and blockages in the body and skin. 
 
To ensure a totally authentic treatment experience Dr. Buathon Thienarrom, a renowned 
holistic practitioner, provides training for all therapists at the Conrad Spa Koh Samui.  
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About Conrad Koh Samui 
Conrad Koh Samui is a luxury pool villa resort located on the south western tip of the popular Thai island, 
designed to ensure that each private pool villa enjoys glorious panoramic views of the Gulf of Thailand 
and its astonishing sunsets. Consisting of 81 private pool villas with one, two or three bedrooms, three 
innovative restaurants, two bars, a private wine cellar and destination dining, the resort provides the 
individualistic sense of luxury for which Conrad has become known throughout the world. The award-
winning Conrad Spa Koh Samui combines international treatments and Thai spa techniques with 
distinctive design accents and world-class facilities to delight all of the senses. 
 
 
 
About Conrad Hotels & Resorts 
Spanning more than five continents with nearly 35 properties, Conrad Hotels & Resorts has created a 

seamless connection between contemporary design, leading innovation and curated art to inspire the 
entrepreneurial spirit of the globally connected traveler. Guests can manage their stay through the Conrad 
Concierge service in the Hilton Honors mobile app, getting access to pre-check-in and room selection, to 

ordering in-room dining and mobile checkout all from their own mobile device. Conrad is part of Hilton, a 
leading global hospitality company. Connect with Conrad by booking at www.conradhotels.com or through 
the Hilton Honors mobile app. Learn more about the brand by visiting newsroom.hilton.com/conradhotels, and 
follow us on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. 
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